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Learning to Speak Mandarin Chinese has 
never been Easier
We have created a revolutionary way to help you learn to speak Chinese. Our in-
credible new method has literally cracked the code of learning Mandarin for English 
speakers, simply because our entire curriculum was written from an English speaker’s 
perspective. We believe this method will help you overcome the difficulties often ex-
perienced during the attempt at learning the Chinese language.

Our state-of-the art program is well organized, complete and is written in a step-by-
step format. You simply have to follow the instruction of each course and you will 
learn how to speak Mandarin Chinese easily and eventually fluently. 

Getting the Best Results Possible !

You might be wondering how to use our books to your advantage to get the best re-
sults possible. Let’s break it down for you.

Within each of our books we include:

1. A Textbook - Text instructions and complete curriculum of our courses for each 
step of learning.
2.  Audio – Our courses include audio phrases and verses so you can hear how each 
word should sound.
3.  Video Instruction - We offer video instruction so you can see a teacher and follow 
along with each instruction and verse.
4.  Writing worksheet - You can download a worksheet directly from our website to 
keep you organized and to complete your work easily.

Our Books
We also have programs perfect for children aged 4-8 and from Grade 1-8.
Children will learn basic introductory phrases, how to introduce themselves, how to 
count from one to one hundred million and to express their intentions and desires in 
Chinese, plus much more.



When

and MORE…………………..

Who Where What

You will learn to 
speak basic Chinese 

by enriching your Chinese 
words in regards to

Once you master the basics of Mandarin, you can then move on to more 
advanced work perfect for traveling and business trips. If you are a profes-
sional who travels to China on a regular basis or deals with Chinese busi-
ness markets, our books will help you with grammar, real estate sales, 
retailers, hospitality workers and even how to speak Chinese in a Chinese 
restaurant.You will learn how to converse using perfect grammar and will 
obtain perfect sentence structure while speaking Mandarin



SPEAK BASIC CHINESE IN 10 LESSONS

LEARN TO SPEAK CHINESE OVERNIGHT ®
LEVEL ONE

(1) Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight Level One: enables you to speak 

basic Chinese in 10 lessons. (ISBN 978-0-615-37943-2)

(1)

“Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight Level One: enables you to speak basic 
Chinese in 10 lessons”

Objectives:

(1) Learn basic introductory phrases.

(2) Introduce himself/herself when meeting friends. for the first time.



(3) Make the affirmative sentences, negative sentences, and inquiring sentences.

(4) Count from one to one hundred million in Chinese.

(5) Express intentions and desires in Chinese.

(6) Make sentences regarding “when”, “who”,” where “and “what”.

(7) Speak Chinese when purchasing something.

(8) Ask and answer, “What time is it?”

(9) Ask and answer, “What day is today?”

Book Content

Lesson 1 : Greetings

Lesson 2 : Who are you?

Important Concept 1 : Polite Requests

Lesson 3 : What is this?

Lesson 4 : Whose is that?

Lesson 5 : Numbers

Lesson 6 : Sentence Structure : Tense in regards to time
                   (We ate dinner in a restau  rant yesterday.)

Important Concept 2 :  Body parts and Senses

Lesson 7 : How much does it cost?

Lesson 8 : What time is it?

Lesson 9 : What day is today? (1)

Lesson 10 : What day is today? (2)

Important Concept 3 : Expressing your intention.



STUDENT WORKBOOK of LEARN TO SPEAK 
CHINESE OVERNIGHT ® LEVEL ONE

(ISBN 978-1-4507-8035-3)

More than 400 English to Chinese sentences for translation practice and 
100 listening comprehension-training activities.

You will be amazed at how many Chinese sentences you can synthesize 
by what you have learned in our …
“Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight Level One: Speak Chinese in 10    
lessons”



(2) Chinese Phrases and Grammar Made Easy

What are you going to learn from this book?
Expand your Chinese words and learn grammar basics at the same 
time
Apply your newly learned grammar skills to everyday mandarin con
versations.
Acquire clear sentence structure and a basic founda-
tion for speaking mandarin



Lesson One Pronoun (1)

Singular & Plural

Pronoun-possessive

Chinese words related to family, work   
  
 place, school, and social life

Lesson 2 Pronoun (2)

Review: when, who, where, what, how many and how much

Learn: when, what time, why, how (ways of feelings), and how old

Lesson 3 Adjective

Learn color, size, and volume

For example:

 (1) I want a medium size coffee

 (2) He has 3 red apples.

Lesson 4 Comparative and Superlative

This apple is the biggest.

The color is the blackest.

My car is the most expensive.



Lesson 5 Preposition & Direction

Learn to ask & tell the position and direction.

For example: 

 (1) The flower is inside the box

 (2) Please drive east. 

Lesson 6-8 Tense

Past, present, perfect, and future tense

I have eaten pizza.

I had eaten pizza.

I already ate pizza.

I am going to eat pizza.

I want to eat pizza.

Lesson 9-10  Ways of asking questions and common answers

You will get trained and be familiar with the colloquial conversation in 
these 

two lessons.





BRING YOUR CAREER TO PROSPERITY!

(3) Easy Chinese for Hospitality Workers

For those who are in the Hospitality Industry

If you are working in the hospitality industry you might be amazed at 
the increase of Chinese tourists in your business.

“Easy Chinese for Hospitality Workers “ will help you learn the Chinese 
language related to this professional field and use these language 
skills to serve your clients. 

Win Chinese customers by

speaking Mandarin!

● You will learn Chinese language related to this professional field and 
how to use these language skills to serve your clients

● This books also covers a brief introduction to the preferences of Chinese 
tourists in each lesson

● You will be provided with clear sentence 
structure and basic foundation for learning 
Mandarin

● Learn to articulate “when”, “who”, “where”, 
and “what” in order to  construct Chinese 
sentences on your own

Easy Chinese 

Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight®

www.learnchineseovernight.com

Audio & Video Lessons are
also available

for self-paced learning
Chinese tourists are 

everywhere now!



For those students who would like to make a career in the Hospitality 
Industry

Being able to speak the Mandarin language will open more doors for your 
future.

Hotels are increasingly interested in hiring staff that can 
communicate in Chinese and English.

The rising Chinese middle class is already considered the largest 
purchaser of goods and services in the 21st Century.

“Easy Chinese for Hospitality Workers” covers Hospitality Industry related to 
vocabulary, advanced grammar, sentence structure, and a 
brief introduction to the preferences of Chinese tourists in each lesson.



For those who are in the Retail Industry

If you are working in the Retail Industry you might be amazed at the 
increase in Chinese tourists or customers in your business.

“Easy Chinese for Retailers” will help you learn Chinese language related 
to this professional field and use these language skills to serve your 
clients.

“Easy Chinese for Retailers” covers Retail Industry related to vocabulary, 
advanced grammar, sentence structure, and a brief introduction to the 
preference of Chinese tourists in each lesson.

You will learn Chinese language related to this professional field and use 
these language skills to serve your Chinese clients

This book containss a brief introduction to the preference of Chinese 
customers in each lesson.

(4) Easy Chinese for Retailers

Shopping is the main

draw for Chinese

Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight™

●  You will learn Chinese language 
related to this professional field and 
use these language skills to serve 
your clients

●  This book covers a brief introduction 
to the preference of Chinese buyers 
in each lesson

●  Learn to articulate “when”, “who”,  
“where”, and “what” in order to con-
struct Chinese sentences on your 
own

Easy Chinese 

www.learnchineseovernight.com

Audio & Video Lessons are
also available

for self-paced learning
 Chinese tourists 
are the largest consumer
group!



(5) Easy Chinese for Real Estate Sales

For those are in the Real Estate Industry

If you are working in the real estate industry you might be amazed at the 
increase in Chinese buyers in your business.

“Easy Chinese for Real Estate Sales” will help you learn Chinese 
language related to this professional field and use these language skills 
to serve your clients. 

“Easy Chinese for Real Estate Sales” covers Real Estate Industry relat-
ed to vocabulary, advanced grammar, sentence structure, and a brief
introduction to the preference of Chinese buyers in each lesson.

Win Chines customers

by speaking Mandarin!

Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight™

●  You will learn Chinese language related to this professional 
field and use these language skills to serve your 
clients

●  This book covers a brief introduction to the 
preference of Chinese buyers in each 
lesson

●  A clear introduction to Feng Shui is also 
provided

●  Learn to articulate “when”, “who”, “where”, 
and “what” in order to construct Chinese 
sentences on your own

Easy Chinese 

www.learnchineseovernight.com

Audio & Video Lessons are
also available

for self-paced learning

The Chinese are 
coming to the U.S. and they 

want to buy real estate!



(6) So Easy! Cook and Speak Chinese

There are ten language lessons accompanying ten popular recipes for 
Chinese dishes
The cooking method is explained in a manner allowing one to speak and 
cook authentic dishes at the same time! 

Learn to speak Mandarin at Chinese restaurants and
to use when cooking authentic Chinese dishes.

By Melody Lu

Everyone loves Chinese food. How fun it would be to learn Mandarin 
while learning to cook!

The cooking method is explained in a manner allowing one to speak and 
cook authentic dishes at the same time.

From this book, you will …

Learn to cook Chinese food at home

Learn Chinese cooking and Mandarin at the same time

Learn how to order Chinese dishes at a Chinese restaurant using 
Mandarin

By studying this section, you will know how to communicate Chinese 
cooking methods and ingredients in Mandarin.



There are detailed recipes written in English at the back of this book.

Learn to speak and cook Chinese in an easy and fast way. Cook and enjoy 
your Chinese food!



(7) Survival Chinese for Tours and Business Trips

“Survival Chinese for Tours and Business Trips”
Objectives:
(1) Speak basic Chinese when hosting a meeting

(2) Be able to have “a small talk” in Chinese when doing business

(3) Basic phrases regarding “business transactions”

(4) Be able to have a basic conversation when making a phone call

(5) Be able to speak basic Chinese with the hotel staff when staying in a hotel

(6) Be able to speak basic Chinese when taking taxi

(7) Know to get help when visiting the hospital

(8) Know how to do transactions at the bank

(9) Know to do business transaction at the post office

Survival Chinese for Tours and Business Trip (ISBN: 978-1-4507-80322)



(10) Know to shop for desired grocery items in Chinese

(11) Speak Chinese in a restaurant 

(12) Know how to have a small talk when making friends

(13) Ask for directions

(14) Know to use daily expressions in Chinese language

Book Content

Lesson 1 : All about business

Lesson 2 : Make a phone call

Lesson 3 : Check in & check out at the hotel

Lesson 4 : Introduction of people, and services at the hotel and transportation

Lesson 5 : Visit the clinic and hospital

Lesson 6 : Visit the bank

Lesson 7 : Visit the post office

Lesson 8 : Shop for grocery

Lesson 9 : Speak Chinese in a restaurant

Lesson 10 : Make friends

Lesson 11 : Ask for directions

Lesson 12 : Common expression in daily life



FOR K-12 SCHOOLS

Mandarin Made Easy for Children

I Can Speak Chinese Level One 

Modules 1-6 are available on Kindle Book store of

www.amazon.com

Module 1-6



It includes

I Can Speak Chinese Level One

There are 6 modules in each level.

The most comprehensive Chinese language questions   available. 

Children will construct Chinese sentences by articulating “when” ‘who” 
“where”  “what” “how” “why” and more.

Children will also learn to answer these questions.

Most of the Chinese language books on the market are from China, and 
are written specially for Chinese children in China.   

Nowadays with the growing economic power of China, we are aware 
that the Chinese language is very important for our children to learn.

If we use traditional Chinese methods to teach our kids Chinese, it will 
not work! Because these Chinese books from China are designed for 
the Chinese kids who are already familiar with the sentence structure 
and have a certain level of proficiency in the language.



The reason why our children are still having difficulty speaking Chinese 
even though they have learned Mandarin for years is because we use 
books designed for Chinese kids in China.

This book is written from an English perspective and explains the rules 
that make Chinese sentences simple. Children will learn to speak Chinese 
very quickly and easily.

This curriculum follows the patterns of scientific language development 
and helps our children learn Chinese effectively and efficiently.



Modules 1-6 are available on Kindle Book store of

www.amazon.com

So Easy Speak Chinese Level One
Module 1-6



Module 1 Who are you?

Introduces the Perspective pronoun, Possessive concept, Singular, Plural, 
and Copular “Be” in Chinese.

Module 2 All about me

Helps young learners understand how to introduce and have a short talk 
about themselves in Chinese.

Module 3 I drink tea

This module introduces the Present Tense concept.
It includes part (1) & part (2) and trains 
   “Subject + Verb + Object” in Chinese language

Module 4 Where? (1) I am at home

This Module trains the students to make “where” type sentences in a 
“home” setting.

Module 5 Where? (2) I am at school

This Module trains students to make “where” type sentences in a “school” 
setting

Modul Module 6 Where? (3) They are in the park 
This Module trains learners to “where” type sentences in a “small town” 
setting



So Easy! Speak Chinese Level One 

This Level One book includes Six learning modules



FUN, SIMPLE AND PRACTICAL

Project Based Mandarin Chinese Learning

(8) Speak Chinese in a Chinese Restaurant

Project Lesson Plan available for teachers or home school parents

Project Based
Mandarin Chinese 

Learning

Simple, Practicle, and FUN

●  Great learning material for beginners

●  Expand your knowledge of Chinese characters 
and learn grammar basics at the same time

●  Apply your newly learned grammar skills 
to everyday Mandarin conversations

●  You will be provided with clear sentence 
structure and a basic foundation for speaking 
Mandarin

Speak Chinese in a

Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight®

www.learnchineseovernight.com

Audio & Video Lessons are
also available

for self-paced learning



Lesson One Who are you?

Learn Pronoun: singular and plural 

Learn Pronoun: possessive

Learn Sentence structure of Questions in Chinese

Learn to use “who” to make sentences

Lesson Two Greeting 

Learn “Greeting” in Chinese.

Be able to say “Good morning”, “Hi,” How are you?” “Good Bye,” 
“ Thanks,” “You are welcome,” and others.

Lesson Three What is this?

Learn the demonstrative pronouns “this” and “that”

Learn to use “what” to make sentences in Chinese

Lesson Four Whose is that?

Learn “possessive” concept in Chinese and how to make sentences.

Lesson Five My body parts and senses

Learn the names of body parts

Learn to express feelings and intentions

Lesson Six Numbers

Learn numbers from one to ten thousand

Learn ordinal numbers

Learn the concept of a “measure word” 



Learn to use “ have,” “not have” to make sentences
 
Learn to use ”how many” to make sentences
 
Lesson Seven I want Kung Pao chicken
 
Learn the Chinese names of food and drinks in a Chinese restaurant
 
Learn to express “want,” “like,” “may” 
 
Learn to make “affirmative,” “negative,” and “interrogatory” sentences by 
using “want,” “like” “may.”
 
Lesson Eight Common Requests and Questions
 
Learn “please,” “may I ask?” ”which one?” “what kind?,” “Make sugges-
tions”
 
Learn “inquiries and comments about the food”

Learn “common dishes”
 
Lesson Nine Speak Chinese in a Chinese restaurant
 
Learn to have basic conversation with the service staff
 
Learn to have basic conversation with one’s Chinese friends
 
Learn to order food by speaking Chinese
 
Learn to discuss the food in Chinese

Lesson Ten Shop for groceries
 
Know the Chinese name of common groceries 
 
Know how to ask the locations of certain items
 
Know to say 2 sentences in Chinese when checking out



Smart Learning Publishing

Websites: www.icanspeakchinese.us
                  www.learnchineseovernight.com
                  www.nihaochineseschool.com
Email: speakchineseovernight@gmail.com 

932 C Street, Suite E
San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: 858-201-9076

Book Series ORDER FORM

Book Name ISBN Unit Price Qty Raw Total

Learn To Speak Chinese Overnight
Level One

978-0-615-37943-2 $55

Chinese Phrases
And Grammar Made Easy

978-1-4507-8027-8 $55

Easy Chinese for Hospitality Workers 978-1-4507-8028-5 $55

Easy Chinese for Retailers 978-1-4507-8029-2 $55

Easy Chinese for Real Estate Sales 978-1-4507-8030-8 $55

So Easy! Speak And Cook Chinese 978-1-4507-8031-5 $55

Survival Chinese for Tours and Busi-
ness Trips

978-1-4507-8032-2 $55

Students Workbook for Learn To 
Speak Chinese Overnight Level One

978-1-4507-8035-3 $45

Project Based Mandarin Learning:
Chinese Speak Chinese in a Chinese 
Restaurant

978-1-4675-1112-4 $55

I Can Speak Chinese Level One 978-1-4675-1109-4 $55

So Easy! Speak Chinese Level One 
Module 1-3

978-1-4675-1108-7 $55

So Easy! Speak Chinese Level One 
Module 4-6

978-1-4675-1110-0 $55



Smart Learning Publishing

Websites: www.icanspeakchinese.us
                  www.learnchineseovernight.com
Email: speakchineseovernight@gmail.com 

932 C Street, Suite E                                                                                           
San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: 858-201-9076

ISBN Unit Price Qty Raw Total

Subtotal

7.75% sales tax

Shipping  (TBD)

Bill To:
Name:
School/company:
Street Address:
City/State/Zip:
Phone Fax:
Email:

Ship To (if different from Bill to address):
Name:
School/company:
Street Address:
City/State/Zip:
Phone Fax:



Check One

Check/Money order enclosed in US dollars only. Payable to 
“Smart Learning Publishing”

Major credit card _______VISA,   _______MASTER CARD

Credit card number: ____________________________________ 

Expiration: ________month __________ year

CID/CCV Code:_________________________

Authorization Signature:                                                                                                           

Date:




